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TIMBER CLADDING FEATURE 
 

Fresh Sawn Western Red Cedar Cladding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Western Red Cedar cladding comes high on the ‘wish list’ for lots of new build projects. Ease of 
fitting, short lead times and long, low maintenance lifespan makes fresh sawn timber cladding more 
and more appealing as a building finish. 
 
Here’s the quick-fire who/what/where on some simple Fresh Sawn Western Red Cedar (WRC) cladding options: 
 

Like the other redwoods, WRC is naturally durable & works well externally (yes, we know durability Class 3 - as tested on 
fenceposts!). It’s the lightest of the homegrown redwoods with the most open grain. It’s stable as it dries & doesn’t need 
treatment to elongate it’s lifespan. If you want to prevent silvering then Osmo UV Protection oil works well once the 
cladding has dried out a bit & WRC has a nice warm ‘woody’ colouring so this is a possibility!  
The surface finish of fresh sawn cladding is a soft textured, fine sawn finish. Cleaner & tidier than rough sawn but it isn’t 
the smooth planed surface of dry machined timber.  
In terms of sustainability, fresh sawn WRC cladding has solid, traceable provenance i.e. good sources from well 
managed UK woodland, not to mention GiB licensed woodland. It’s sourced very locally so minimum transportation is 
required & it uses very low levels of machining so the carbon footprint for production is very low. If embodied carbon is a 
factor in your project then fresh sawn timber cladding may be your new best friend… that’s without mentioning the 
starting price for FS WRC  F/E is very economical £13.05 +VAT /m2 ! 
 

What profile? Well try these options for size:  
 
 
 
  
 
 

NB. All prices are on lengths up to 3.6 (longer lengths available) and exclude VAT & delivery  

FSC / GIB WRC FSC / GIB British WRC FSC / GIB British WRC 
Feather Edge  Waney Edge  Square Edge  

Th x W = £/m2 Th = £/m2 Th x W = £/lm 
 25/5 x 125 mm  = £14.20 20 mm = £15.00 30 x 40 = £1.05 
25/5 x 150 mm  = £13.60   25 mm = £18.75 20 x 125 = £2.20 
25/5 x 175 mm  = £13.20  - 20 x 150 = £2.65 
25/5 x 200 mm  = £13.05  - 25 x 200 = £3.50 

Waney Edge  
 
 
Overlapping, horizontal cladding 
with one square edge, one waney 
(natural edge with bark) 

Feather Edge 
 
  
An overlapping, horizontal cladding 
in sawn tapered thickness boards 

Square Edge  
 
 
Overlapping square edge cladding boards 
shown here in vertical board on board pattern 


